Foreign Application Priority Data row electrodes and column electrodes that form pixels Jan. 14, 1999 (JP) 11-008469 arranged in a matrix array, and a dielectric layer formed to Feb. 12, 1999 (JP) r ... 11-034407 cover the pixels. In the step (a), scan pulses are applied Feb. 19, 1999 (JP) 345/63, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213 display signal. In the step (b), conversion discharge is caused in a conversion period after the Scan period, thereby decreas ing the amount of the wall charge in the pixels. The Step (c) Sustain pulses are applied to the row electrodes in a The present invention relates to a plasma display panel (PDP) and more particularly, to a method of driving a PDP having a preliminary discharge period for applying a pre liminary discharge pulse or pulses to Scan electrodes, a Scan period for applying Successively Scan pulses to the indi vidual Scan electrodes, and a Sustain period for applying Sustain pulses to the Scan electrodes.
Description of the Prior Art
PDPs have a lot of advantages such that they can be readily fabricated as large-sized flat display panels, and they can provide a wide field angle of View and quick response. Thus, in recent years, they have been used for flat display devices of various computers, wall-mounted television (TV) Sets, public information display panels, and So on.
PDPs are generally classified into two groups with respect to their driving method; the direct current (dc) discharge type and the alternate current (ac) discharge type. In the dc-discharge type, the electrodes are exposed to the dis charge space (i.e., the discharge gas) and the PDP is driven by using the dc discharge. The dc discharge is kept for the period when the dc driving Voltage is applied. On the other hand, in the ac-discharge type, the electrodes are covered with the dielectric layer not to be exposed to the discharge Space (i.e., the discharge gas) and the PDP is driven by using the ac discharge. The discharge is kept by the repetitive polarity reversal of the ac driving Voltage. Since the invention relates to the ac-discharge type PDP, the explanation will be made to only the ac-discharge type PDP.
The ac-discharge type PDP is classified into two groups with respect to the electrode count in each discharge cell or pixel; the two-electrode type and the three-electrode type. A typical example of the three-electrode type PDPs is shown As shown in FIGS. 20 and 21, this PDP includes front substrate 20 and a rear substrate 21 fixed together to be opposite to each other. These substrates 20 and 21, each of which are usually made of a glass plate, are arranged parallel to and apart from each other by a specific distance.
A plurality of Scan electrodes 22 (i.e., S1, S2, . . . , Sm) are formed to be parallel to each other on the inner Surface of the front Substrate 20, where m is an integer greater than unity. A plurality of common electrodes 22 (i.e., C1, C2, ..., Cm) are formed to be parallel to each other on the On the other hand, a plurality of data electrodes 29 (i.e., D1, D2, ..., Dn) are formed to be parallel to each other on the inner Surface of the rear Substrate 21, where n is an integer greater than unity. The data electrodes 29 are per pendicular to the Scan electrodes 22 and the common electrodes 23. A white dielectric layer 28 is formed on the inner Surface of the Substrate 21 to cover the data electrodes 29. On the dielectric layer 28, a phosphor layer 27 is formed to emit visual light.
A plurality of partition walls (not shown) are formed to extend parallel to the data electrodes 29 in the space between the front and rear Substrates 20 and 21. These walls serve to form the discharge spaces 26 between the substrates 20 and 21 and the display cells or pixels 31. The cells 31 are arranged in a matrix array. A specific discharge gas Such as He, Ne, Xe, or the like is confined into the spaces 26.
The above-described PDP configuration has been dis closed in various documents, an example of which is the paper, Society for Information Display (SID) 98 Digest, entitled "Cell Structure and Driving Method of a 25-in.
(64-cm) Diagonal High-Resolution Color ac Plasma Display", pp. 279-281, May 1998. Next, a prior-art driving method of the three-electrode, ac-discharge type PDP shown in FIGS. 20 and 21 is described below. This method is one of the so-called Address Display period Separated Sub-field (ADS) methods, which has formed the main stream of methods of this sort.
FIGS. 1A to 1E are waveform charts for explaining this prior-art driving method during one of the Sub-fields T1. The sub-field T1 is formed by a preliminary discharge period T2, a Scan period T3, and a Sustain period T4.
In the preliminary discharge period T2, a preliminary discharge pulse 114 (which is negative here) is commonly applied to the common electrodes 23 (i.e., C1 to Cm). Thus, the difference in wall-charge formation State in the preceding, adjoining Sub-field T1 is reset or eliminated for initialization. At the same time as this, ac discharge is caused in all the discharge cells 31 to eliminate the data contained therein, thereby enabling the next writing discharge to occur at a low applied Voltage, i.e., enabling the "priming effect" to occur. As a result, the preliminary discharge pulse 114 needs to have an amplitude or Voltage level greater than those of the Scan pulses and the Sustain pulses described later.
One preliminary discharge pulse 114 is used in FIG. 1A. However, two roles of eliminating the difference in wall charge formation State and of causing the priming effect may be performed by respective pulses. Specifically, a Sustain discharge elimination pulse for resetting the State in the prior Sub-field may be applied to the common electrodes 23 (i.e., C1 to Cm) and then, a priming pulse for generating the priming effect in all the cells 31 may be applied thereto. In this case, the count of the Sustain-discharge elimination pulses is not limited to unity. It may be two or more.
The priming effect is not necessary for every Sub-field. In Some driving methods, only a single priming pulse is applied during Several Successive Sub-fields. The priming pulse activates all the cells 31 to emit light independent of whether the cells 31 have displayed information or not. Therefore, if the count of the priming pulses is decreased, the luminance at the time when the cells 31 display black color can be Suppressed.
If the preliminary discharge pulse 114 as shown in FIG. 1A is used, to cause a single priming operation during Several Successive Sub-fields, the Voltage level or amplitude of the pulse 114 may be set to be low enough for performing only the resetting operation. In this case, to ensure the resetting operation, another pulse or pulses may be applied Several times, instead of the pulse 114.
Subsequent to the preliminary discharge pulse 114, a preliminary-discharge elimination pulse 115 (which is nega tive here) is commonly applied to the scan electrodes 22 (S1 to Sm) in the preliminary discharge period T2. Thus, the wall charge, which have been induced in the dielectric layerS 24 and 28 by preliminary discharge due to the preliminary discharge pulse 114, are eliminated or controlled to desired amount.
In FIGS. 1B to 1D, one preliminary-discharge elimination pulse 115 is applied, two or more pulses 115 may be applied to the Scan electrodes 22 to ensure the roles of the Scan pulses and the Sustain pulses, to Suppress the fluctuation of the light-emitting State in all the cells 31, and to cope with the load fluctuation for displaying behavior. The preliminary-discharge elimination pulse or pulses 115 may be applied to other electrodes than the Scan electrodes 22 also.
Then, in the scan period T3, scan pulses 109 (which are negative here) are Successively applied to the respective scan electrodes 22 (i.e., D1 to Dn), as shown in FIGS. 1B to 1D. Here, a Scan bias pulse 112 is kept applied to the Scan electrodes 22 in the whole period T3 and the scan pulses 109 are Superposed to this bias pulse 112. In response to the Scan pulses 109 thus applied, data pulses 110 (which are positive here) are applied to specific ones of the data electrodes 29 according to a required display pattern in this period T3, as
In the cells 31 applied with the data pulses 109, a high Voltage is applied across the corresponding Scan and data electrodes 22 and 29 and therefore, writing discharge occurs. Thus, a large amount of positive wall charge is induced in the dielectric layer 24 covering the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23 while a large amount of negative wall charge is induced in the dielectric layer 28 covering the data electrodes 29. On the other hand, in the cells 31 applied with no data pulses 109, only a low Voltage is applied acroSS the corresponding Scan and data electrodes 22 and 29 and therefore, writing discharge does not occur and the State of the wall charge that has been formed in the prior Sub-field T1 is not changed. AS described above, two different States of the wall charge can be generated according to the existence or absence of the data pulse 110.
The Slashes (i.e., oblique lines) shown in the data pulses 110 in FIG. 1E denote the fact that the existence or absence of the data pulse 110 changes according to the display data.
When the application of the scan pulses 109 to all the scan electrodes 22 (S1 to Sm) is completed, the sustain period T4 begins, in which Sustain pulses 111 (which are positive) are alternately applied to all the Scan electrodes 22 and all the common electrodes 23 (C1 to Cn). The amplitude or voltage level of the Sustain pulses 111 are set to be low enough for Starting the discharge. Therefore, in the cells 31 where no Writing discharge has occurred and the amount of the wall charge has been Small or Zero, no Sustain discharge occurs even if the Sustain pulses 111 are applied to the Scan or common electrodes 22 or 23.
Unlike this, Sustain discharge occurs in the cells 31 where Some writing discharge has occurred and a large amount of wall charge has been generated. This is because the first one of the applied Sustain pulses 111 (i.e., the first Sustain pulse), which is commonly applied to the Scan electrodes 22, is Next, when the Second one of the Sustain pulses 111 (i.e., the Second Sustain pulse) is applied to the common elec trodes 23, it is Superposed to the remaining positive wall charge existing in the dielectric layer 24 on the common electrode side and consequently, a resultant Voltage applied acroSS the Spaces 26 exceeds the Specific discharge-Starting Voltage. Thus, opposite-polarity wall charge to that of the first Sustain pulse 111 is induced and accumulated on the Scan electrode and common electrodes Sides, respectively.
Since the above-described Steps are repeated in the whole Sustain period T4, the Sustain discharge is kept during the period T4 in the light-emitting cells 31.
AS explained above, the Sustain discharge is kept by the phenomenon that the potential difference (or Voltage) caused by the wall charge that has been induced by the X-th Sustain pulse 111 is Superposed to the Voltage of the (x+1)-th Sustain pulse 111. The count (i.e., the repetition number) of the Sustain pulses 111 determines the amount of emitted light.
The combination of the Successive Sub-fields T1 consti tutes the "field" which is defined as a period for displaying a piece of image information on the display area of the PDP. As described previously, each of the Sub-fields T1 is formed by the preliminary discharge period T2, the Scan period T3, and the Sustain period T4. Thus, if the count of the sustain pulses 111 is changed in each of the sub-fields T1, the display tone (i.e., the intensity levels) on the Screen of the PDP can be adjusted optionally.
With the above-explained prior-art method of driving the PDP with reference to FIGS. 1A to 1E, if this method is applied to high-resolution display panels, the Scan period T3 needs to be extended or prolonged due to the increase in Scan lines (i.e., the count of the scan pulses 109). This means that if the length of the sub-field T1 and that of the preliminary discharge period T2 are fixed, the Sustain period T4 needs to be shortened according to the extension of the Scan period T3. AS a result, there is a problem that the light-emitting period in the sub-field T1 is reduced to thereby lower the luminance of the display Screen. Next, another prior-art driving method of the three electrode, ac-discharge type PDP shown in FIGS. 20 and 21 is described below. This method also is of the so-called ADS type.
FIGS. 2A to 2E are waveform charts for explaining this prior-art driving method during one of the Sub-fields T1. The sub-field T1 is formed by a preliminary discharge period T2, a Scan period T3, and a Sustain period T4, which is the same as that of the prior-art method of FIGS. 1A to 1E.
In the preliminary discharge period T2, a preliminary discharge pulse 212 is commonly applied to the common electrodes 23 (i.e., C1 to Cm). Thus, the difference in wall-charge formation State in the preceding, adjoining Sub-field T1 is reset or eliminated for initialization. At the Same time as this, ac discharge is caused in all the discharge cells 31 to eliminate the data written therein, thereby enabling the next writing discharge to occur at a Satisfacto rily low Voltage, i.e., generating the "priming effect". As a result, the preliminary discharge pulse 212 needs to have an amplitude greater than those of the Scan pulses and the S Sustain pulses described later. This is the same as that described in the prior-art method of FIGS. 1A to 1E.
Similar to the described in the prior-art method of FIGS. 1A to 1E, two roles of eliminating the difference in wall charge formation State and of causing the priming effect of the pulse 212 may be performed by two pulses. Specifically, a discharge elimination pulse for resetting the State in the prior sub-field T1 may be applied to the common electrodes 23 and then, a priming pulse for generating the priming effect in all the cells 31 may be applied thereto. The count of the discharge elimination pulse may be two or more.
The priming effect is not necessary for every sub-fieldT1. The priming pulse activates all the cells 31 to emit light independent of whether the cells 31 have displayed infor mation or not. Therefore, if the count of the priming pulses is decreased, the luminance at the time when the cells 31 display a black color can be Suppressed.
If the preliminary discharge pulse 212 as shown in FIG.  2A is used, to cause a single priming operation during several Successive sub-fields T1, the level or amplitude of the pulse 212 may be set to be low enough for performing only the resetting operation. In this case, to ensure the resetting operation, another pulse may be applied Several times, instead of the pulse 212.
Subsequently, a preliminary-discharge elimination pulse 207 is commonly applied to the scan electrodes 22 (S1 to Sm) in the preliminary discharge period T2. Thus, the wall charge, which has been induced in the dielectric layerS 24 and 28 by the preliminary discharge, is eliminated or con trolled to a desired amount.
In FIG.2B , a preliminary-discharge elimination pulse 207 is applied, two or more pulses 217 may be applied to the Then, in the scan period T3, scan pulses 208 are succes Sively applied to the respective Scan electrodes 22 (i.e., S1 to Sm), as shown in FIGS. 2B to 2D. In response to the scan pulses 208, data pulses 209 are applied to specific ones of the data electrodes 29 (i.e., D1 to Dn) according to a required display pattern, as shown in FIG. 2E .
In the cells 31 applied with the data pulses 209, a high Voltage is applied across the Scan and data electrodes 22 and 29 and therefore, writing discharge occurs. As a result, a large amount of positive wall charge is induced over the Scan electrodes 22 and a large amount of negative wall charge is induced over the data electrodes 29. On the other hand, in the cells 31 applied with no data pulses 209, only a low Voltage is applied across the Scan and data electrodes 22 and 29 and therefore, writing discharge does not occur. Thus, the State of the wall charge is not changed over the Scan and data electrodes 22 and 29. Accordingly, two different states of the wall charge can be formed according to the existence or absence of the data pulse 209.
The slashes shown in the data pulses 209 in FIG. 2E denote the fact that the existence or absence of the data pulse 209 changes according to the required display data.
When the application of the scan pulses 208 to all the scan electrodes 22 (S1 to Sm) is completed, the sustain period T4
begins, in which Sustain pulses 210 are alternately applied to all the Scan electrodes 22 and all the common electrodes 23 (C1 to Cn). Unlike the above-described prior-art method of FIGS. 1A to 1E, the pulses 210 have a negative polarity. The amplitude or voltage value of the pulses 210 are set to be low enough for preventing the discharge. Therefore, even if the Sustain pulses 210 are applied, no discharge occurs in the cells 31 where no writing discharge has occurred in the Scan period T3 and as a result, the amount of the wall charge is Small. Unlike this, Sustain discharge occurs in the cells 31 where Some writing discharge has occurred in the Scan period T3 and as a result, positive wall charge exists or remains over the Scan electrodes 22. This is because the first one of the Sustain pulses 210 (i.e., the first Sustain pulse) is added or Superposed to the remaining positive wall charge and consequently, a Voltage higher than the discharge-Starting Voltage is applied acroSS the Space 26, generating the Sustain discharge. Due to this Sustain discharge, negative charge is induced and accumulated over the Scan electrodes 22 and positive charge is induced and accumulated over the common electrodes 23.
Then, the second one of the sustain pulses 210 (i.e., the Second Sustain pulse) is applied to the common electrodes 23 to induce the above-identified wall charge and then, it is Superposed thereto. Thus, opposite-polarity wall charge to that by the first Sustain pulse 210 is induced and accumulated over the Scan electrodes 22. Subsequently, the same Steps are repeated, thereby Sustaining the discharge in the light emitting cells 31.
As described above, similar to the above-described prior art method of FIGS. 1A to 1E, the Sustain discharge is kept by Superposing the potential difference caused by the wall charge induced by the X-th Sustain discharge to that by the (x+1)-th sustain pulse 210. The count (i.e., the repetition number) of the Sustain pulses 210 in the period T4 deter mines the amount of emitted light.
With the above-explained prior-art method of driving the PDP with reference to FIGS. 2A to 2E, there arises the following problems: Specifically, Since the preliminary discharge pulse 212 is commonly applied to the common electrodes 23 to perform the resetting operation and to cause the priming effect in the preliminary discharge period T2, the Voltage applied acroSS the discharge Spaces 26 varies dependent upon the State of the wall charge that has been generated in the previous sub-field T1. In other words, the voltage applied across the discharge Spaces 26 is equal to a Voltage obtained by Superposing the wall charge to the applied pulse Voltage, in which the amount of the wall charge varies according to whether or not the corresponding cells 31 have emitted light in the previous sub-field T1. Thus, the spaces 26 are applied with different Voltages according to the State of the corre sponding cells 31 in the previous Sub-field T1.
On the other hand, because the level of the priming effect changes according to the Voltage applied across the Spaces 26, the Starting Voltage of the Subsequent writing discharge in the Scan period T3 will vary. As a result, according to whether or not the corresponding cells 31 have emitted light in the previous Sub-field T1, there arises a problem that display error tends to occur. For example, Some cells 31 that have driven to emit light do not emit light in error, and Vice WCS.
Moreover, if the Sustain elimination pulse and the priming pulse are used in the preliminary discharge period 2, the resetting operation is carried out by the Sustain elimination pulse and then, the priming pulse is applied. Therefore, the above problem of error light emission of the cells 31 is difficult to arise. In this case, however, the preliminary discharge period 2 becomes longer and as a result, the Scan period T3 needs to be extended. This means that if the length 7 of the sub-field T1 is fixed, the Sustain period T4 needs to be Shortened by the extension of the preliminary discharge period T2. As a result, there arises another problem that the light-emitting period becomes shorter to lower the lumi nance of the display Screen.
The Japanese Non-Examined Patent Publication No. 6-43829 published in February 1994 discloses a similar driving method of a PDP to the prior-art method of FIGS. 2A to 2E, in which an address period and a Sustain period are used for writing the display data into all discharge cells. In the address period, wall charge required for Sustain dis charge is generated according to the display data. In the Sustain period, the Sustain discharge is repeated for emitting light. The Successive driving for generating the wall charge in the Sustain period according to the display data is carried out in the interlaced Scanning manner. Thus, the luminance of the display Screen is improved and a stable driving State is realized.
FIGS. 3A to 3E are waveform charts for explaining a further prior-art driving method during one of the Sub-fields T1. Similar to the prior-art method of FIGS. 2A to 2E, the sub-field T1 is formed by the preliminary discharge period T2, the scan period T3, and the Sustain period T4.
In the preliminary discharge period T2, a preliminary discharge pulse 305 is commonly applied to the common electrodes 23. Thus, the difference in wall-charge formation State in the preceding, adjoining Sub-field T1 is reset and all the existing wall charge is discharged to be eliminated for initialization. At the same time as this, ac discharge is caused in all the discharge cells 31 to eliminate the data contained therein, thereby enabling the next writing discharge to occur at a low applied Voltage, i.e., generating the "priming effect". As a result, the preliminary discharge pulse 305 needs to have an amplitude greater than those of the Scan pulses and the Sustain pulses. This is the Same as that described in the prior-art method of FIGS. 1A to 1E.
Next, a preliminary-discharge elimination pulse 306 is commonly applied to the Scan electrodes 22, eliminating the wall charge existing in the dielectric layer 24 or controlling Suitably the amount of this wall charge.
In the scan period T3, scan pulses 307 are successively applied to the scan electrodes 22 while data pulses 308 are Suitably applied to the data electrodes 29 according to the display data, causing writing discharge to write the display data into the corresponding cells 31.
In the sustain period T4, Sustain pulses 309 are commonly and alternately applied to the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23, emitting light from the corresponding cells 31.
AS described above, the Sustain discharge is kept by Superposing the potential difference caused by the wall charge induced by the X-th Sustain discharge to that induced by the (x+1)-th sustain pulse 309. The count (i.e., the repetition number) of the sustain pulses 309 determines the amount of emitted light.
On the other hand, the field, which is a period for displaying a piece of image information on the display area, is formed by a plurality of sub-fields T1. As described previously, each sub-field T1 includes the preliminary dis charge period T2, the Scan period T3, and the Sustain period T4. If the count of the Sustain pulses 111 is changed in each Sub-field T1, the display tone (i.e., the intensity levels) can be adjusted.
With the above-explained prior-art method of driving the POP with reference to FIGS. 3A to 3E, the potential of the data electrodes 29 is equal to the ground level (i.e., approxi mately 0V) at the time when the positive first sustain pulse 309 is applied to the scan electrodes 22. Therefore, the positive voltage of the first Sustain pulse 309 is Superposed to the Voltage caused by the positive and negative wall charge existing respectively over the Scan electrodes 22 and the data electrodes 29 that has been generated by the writing discharge in the Scan period T3. As a result, a large Voltage is applied acroSS the discharge Spaces 26 between the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23. Accordingly, the Voltage applied to the discharge Spaces 26 between the Scan and data electrodes 22 and 29 is higher than that applied to the Spaces 26 between the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23. This means that opposing discharge occurs prior to Sustain discharge, thereby causing wall charge over the Scan elec trodes 22. Consequently, the Voltage or potential difference between the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23 is lowered to hinder generation of Sustain discharge. Thus, there is a possibility that the cells 31 do not emit light in spite of the applied sustain pulses 309.
In this case, the State of the wall charge that has generated in the prior sub-field T1 is difficult to be reset completely, resulting in false emission of light.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
Accordingly, an object of the present invention to provide a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP that ensures a Satisfactorily long Sustain period even if the count of the Scan lines is increased.
Another object of the present invention to provide a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP that prevents the luminance of the display Screen from lowering even if the count of the Scan lines is increased.
Still another object of the present invention to provide a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP that causes the priming effect at approximately the same level independent of whether the pixels or discharge cells have emitted light or not in a prior Sub-field.
Still another object of the present invention to provide a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP that prevents the pixels or discharge cells from emitting light or not in error and that enables the PDP to operate stably.
A further object of the present invention to provide a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP that ensures the resetting operation of the State of the wall charge or light emission in the previous Sub-field in the preliminary dis charge period.
A further object of the present invention to provide a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP that ensures the Sustain discharge of the discharge cells that have emitted light in the previous Sub-field at the beginning of the Sustain period.
The above objects together with others not specifically mentioned will become clear to those skilled in the art from the following description. According to a first aspect of the present invention, a method of driving an ac-discharge PDP is provided, in which the PDP has row electrodes and column electrodes that form pixels arranged in a matrix array, and a dielectric layer formed to cover the pixels.
The method comprises the Steps of (a) Scan pulses are applied Successively to the row elec trodes while data pulses are applied to the column electrodes according to a display signal in a Scan period, thereby generating wall discharge in the dielectric layer due to Writing discharge. An amount of the wall charge in each of the pixels varies according to the display signal. 9 (b) Conversion discharge is caused in a conversion period after the Scan period, thereby decreasing the amount of the wall charge in the pixels.
The conversion discharge is caused in a different State in each of the pixels according to the amount of the wall charge.
(c) Sustain pulses are applied to the row electrodes in a Sustain period after the conversion period, thereby causing Sustain discharge.
The Sustain discharge occurs in part of the pixels accord ing to the State of the conversion discharge that has been caused in the conversion period, resulting in emission of light.
With the method according to the first aspect of the present invention, the conversion period is provided between the Scan period and the Sustain period to cause the conversion discharge, thereby decreasing the amount of the wall charge in the pixels. The conversion discharge is caused in a different State in each of the pixels according to the amount of the wall charge.
Also, the Sustain discharge occurs in the Sustain period in the part of the pixels according to the State of the conversion discharge that has been caused in the conversion period, resulting in emission of light. In other words, the emission of light from the pixels is determined according to the State of the conversion discharge.
Accordingly, the Voltage applied to the row electrodes in the Scan period for causing the writing discharge can be raised, which decreases the width of the Scan pulses. AS a result, even if the count of the Scan lines is increased, the length of the Scan period can be kept short. This means that a Satisfactorily long Sustain period is ensured and the lumi nance of the display Screen is prevented from lowering in Spite of increase in the count of the Scan lines.
In a preferred embodiment of the method according to the first aspect, the writing discharge occurs in the Scan period in both of the pixels to emit light and the pixels not to emit light. In this embodiment, there is an additional advantage that the Voltage applied to the row electrodes in the Scan period for causing the writing discharge can be further raised, which decreases the width of the Scan pulses more.
In another preferred embodiment of the method according to the first aspect, a Voltage causing the writing discharge in the pixels not to emit light is higher than that in the pixels to emit light. The conversion discharge occurs in the pixels not to emit light and does not occur in the pixels to emit light in the conversion period. In this embodiment, there is an additional advantage that the waveform of the Scan pulses can be simplified.
In still another preferred embodiment of the method according to the first aspect, a Voltage acroSS the row and column electrodes between which the writing discharge has occurred in the Scan period is equal to Substantially Zero in Said conversion period. In this embodiment, there is an additional advantage that the wall charge in the pixels not to emit light can be Substantially eliminated and as a result, the margin between the pixels in which the Sustain discharge occurs and those in which the Sustain discharge does not OCC.
In a further preferred embodiment of the method accord ing to the first aspect, a preliminary discharge period for generating a preliminary discharge opposite in polarity to the writing discharge between the row and column elec trodes is further provided prior to the scan period. The preliminary discharge is caused by a pulse opposite in polarity to the Scan pulses applied to the row electrodes. The preliminary discharge generates preliminary wall charge opposite in polarity to the wall charge generated by the Writing discharge in the Scan period. In this embodiment, there is an additional advantage that a higher Voltage can be applied acroSS the row and column electrodes at the writing discharge and as a result, the length of the Scan pulses can be further shortened.
In a still further preferred embodiment of the method according to the first aspect, a first Scan bias pulse is commonly applied to the Scan electrodes before application of the Scan pulses, and a Second Scan bias Voltage is commonly applied to the Scan electrodes after application of the Scan pulses in the Scan period. The first Scan bias pulse is equal in polarity to the Scan pulses and has an amplitude (or absolute value) less than that of the Scan pulses.
Alternately, the first Scan bias pulse is opposite in polarity to the Scan pulses. The Second Scan bias pulse has an amplitude (or absolute value) greater than that of the first Scan bias pulse and less than that of the Scan pulses. In this embodiment, there is an additional advantage that error discharge can be prevented from occurring in the Scan period.
In a still further preferred embodiment of the method according to the first aspect, the row electrodes are divided into two or more groupS. Transition timing from the Scan period to the conversion period for the respective groups of the row electrodes is shifted by a specific period. In this embodiment, there is an additional advantage that the peak current that flows in the conversion period can be decreased.
According to a Second aspect of the present invention, another method of driving an ac-discharge PDP is provided.
The method comprises the Steps of (a) A first preliminary discharge pulse is commonly applied to the row electrodes in a preliminary discharge period. The first preliminary discharge pulse Serves to induce discharge only when discharge has occurred in an adjoining, previous Sustain period.
(b) A second preliminary discharge pulse is commonly applied to the row electrodes in the preliminary discharge period.
The Second preliminary discharge pulse Serves to induce discharge only when discharge has not occurred in the adjoining, previous Sustain period.
(c) Scan pulses are applied Successively to the row elec trodes while data pulses are applied to the column electrodes according to a display Signal in a Scan period Subsequent to the preliminary discharge period, thereby generating wall discharge in the dielectric layer due to writing discharge.
(d) Sustain pulses are applied to the row electrodes in a Sustain period Subsequent to the Scan period, thereby caus ing Sustain discharge.
A State of wall charge that has been generated in the adjoining, previous Sustain period is reset by the first or Second preliminary discharge pulse for initialization in the preliminary discharge period.
With the method according to the second aspect of the present invention, the first preliminary discharge pulse Serv ing to induce discharge only when discharge has occurred in the adjoining, previous Sustain period and the Second pre liminary discharge pulse Serving to induce discharge only when discharge has not occurred in the same previous Sustain period are applied in the same preliminary discharge period. Thus, the State of the wall charge that has been generated in the adjoining, previous Sustain period of the previous Sub-field can be reset by the first or Second pre liminary discharge pulse independent of whether the pixels or discharge cells have emitted light or not in the prior Sub-field. 11 At the same time as this, the existing wall charge can be equalized to each other by the first or Second preliminary discharge pulse, even if the amount of the existing wall charge is different at the beginning of the previous discharge period. Therefore, almost the same priming effect can be given independent of whether the cells have emitted light or not in the previous Sustain period.
Accordingly, the problem that the cells or pixels emit light or not in error can be solved and the PDP can be operated Stably, in which no Sustain-discharge elimination pulse is used.
If the PDP is of the three-electrode type having scan electrodes, common electrodes, and data electrodes and at the same time, different amounts of wall charge is generated over these electrodes, respectively, the existing wall charge is difficult to be eliminated by applying a single pulse. In the present invention, the wall charge over the data electrodes is decreased to an approximate Zero level. Thus, the elimina tion of the wall charge generated over the Scan, common, and data electrodes can be facilitated, even if the wall charges generated over these electrodes have different amountS.
In a preferred embodiment of the method according to the Second aspect, the potential difference or Voltage between the row electrodes (e.g., the scan and data electrodes) at a time when the first preliminary discharge pulse is applied is less than that when the Second preliminary discharge pulse is applied.
In another preferred embodiment of the method according to the Second aspect, the first preliminary discharge pulse is applied to the row electrodes prior to the Second preliminary discharge pulse.
In still another preferred embodiment of the method according to the Second aspect, the first and Second prelimi nary discharge pulses are applied to the same row electrodes as those applied with the last Sustain pulse in the Sustain period, thereby reversing the polarity of the potential dif ference between the row and column electrodes.
In a further embodiment of the method according to the Second aspect, the potential difference between the row and column electrodes at a time when the first preliminary discharge pulse is applied is less than that at a time when the Second preliminary discharge pulse is applied by a Voltage of the Sustain pulse. In this embodiment, there is an addi tional advantage that the first and Second preliminary dis charge pulses have Substantially equal discharge Strength, equalizing the levels of the priming effect to each other.
In a further embodiment of the method according to the Second aspect, the timing of the preliminary discharge, Scan, and Sustain periods for all the cells are equal to each other.
In a further embodiment of the method according to the second aspect, the row electrodes of the PDP includes common electrodes and Scan electrodes and the column electrodes thereof include data electrodes. The common electrodes and the Scan electrodes extending parallel to each other. The data electrode extend perpendicular to the Scan and common electrodes. This means that the PDP is of the three-electrode type. In this case, it is preferred that the first and Second preliminary discharge pulses are commonly applied to the Scan and common electrodes. There arises an additional advantage that the amount of the wall charge generated by the Sustain pulse in the prior Sub-field can be adjusted to a Suitable value by the first preliminary discharge pulse.
In a further embodiment of the method according to the Second aspect, the potential or Voltage of the data electrodes is Set at a value existing between the potentials or Voltages an additional advantage that the amount of the wall charge generated over the data electrode can be decreased.
In a further embodiment of the method according to the Second aspect, the potential difference or Voltage between the Scan and data electrodes is set to be equal to approxi mately half of the potential difference or voltage between the Scan and common electrodes. There is an additional advan tage that the Subsequent wall-charge elimination can be facilitated, which decreases the necessary number of the wall-charge-elimination pulses.
In a further embodiment of the method according to the Second aspect, the potential or Voltage of the data electrodes in the preliminary discharge period is equal to one of two potential or Voltage values of the data electrodes according to whether the cells emit light or not in the Scan period. There is an additional advantage that the Setting of Voltage of the data driver is unnecessary.
In a further embodiment of the method according to the Second aspect, the potential or Voltage of the data electrodes the preliminary discharge period is set to be approximately equal to the ground level. There is an additional advantage that the Voltage values of the first and Second preliminary discharge pulses can be lowered.
In a further embodiment of the method according to the Second aspect, in the preliminary discharge period, a preliminary-discharge elimination pulse is applied to the row electrodes after the first and Second preliminary dis charge pulses are applied. The preliminary-discharge elimi nation pulse has a waveform that varies gradually its Voltage value to reach a peak voltage value. The peak voltage value is Substantially equal to a potential difference or Voltage between the row and column electrodes at a time when the first or Second preliminary discharge pulse is applied.
According to a third aspect of the present invention, another method of driving an ac-discharge PDP is provided, in which the PDP has scan electrodes and common elec trodes and data electrodes. The common electrodes and the Scan electrodes extending parallel to each other, and the data electrode extend perpendicular to the Scan and common electrodes, thereby forming pixels arranged in a matrix array.
The method comprises the Steps of (a) Scan pulses are applied Successively to the Scan elec trodes while data pulses are applied to the data electrodes according to a display signal in a Scan period, thereby causing Writing discharge.
(b) Sustain pulses are alternately applied to the Scan elec trodes and the common electrodes in a Sustain period Subsequent to the Scan period, thereby causing Sustain discharge for light emission.
When a first one of the Sustain pulses is applied to the Scan electrodes or the common electrodes in the Sustain period, a Voltage applied acroSS the Scan electrodes and the data electrodes is Set to be lower than a Voltage applied acroSS the Scan electrodes and the common electrodes.
With the method according to the third aspect of the present invention, because of the following reason, Sustain discharge of the discharge cells that have emitted light in the previous Sub-field at the beginning of the Sustain period is always induced, and as a result, the resetting operation of the State of the wall charge or light emission in the previous Sub-field is ensured.
In general, discharge Starts after the application of a Voltage by a Specific time lag or delay time, where the time lag Varies dependent on the applied Voltage. The time lag becomes Shorter as the applied Voltage increases.
With the method according to the third aspect, when the first one of the Sustain pulses is applied to the Scan electrodes or the common electrodes in the Sustain period, the Voltage applied acroSS the Scan electrodes and the data electrodes is Set to be lower than the Voltage applied acroSS the Scan electrodes and the common electrodes. Therefore, at the beginning of the Sustain discharge, Surface discharge can be caused between the Scan and common electrodes before opposing discharge occurs between the Scan and data elec trodes. Thus, Sustain discharge Surely occurs in the pixels where writing discharge has occurred in the previous Sub field by the first one of the Sustain pulses, which means that false emission of light is prevented and at the same time, the resetting operation of the State of the wall charge or light emission in the previous Sub-field is carried out.
Moreover, Since large driving margin can be set for the Scan and Sustain Voltages or the like, the false emission of light that is induced by the State of emitting light or not in the neighboring pixels, can be prevented even if the Scan pulse Voltage and/or the Sustain pulse Voltage fluctuate.
In a preferred embodiment of the method according to the third aspect, the Voltage level of the data electrodes is approximately equal to that of the data pulses when the first one of the Sustain pulses is applied. The Voltage level of the data electrodes is kept at an approximately ground level after the first one of the Sustain pulses is applied. Second to last ones of the Sustain pulses have positive and negative polarities, and are alternately applied to the Scan electrodes and the common electrodes.
In this embodiment, there is an additional advantage that the potential difference or Voltage between the Scan elec trodes and the common electrodes can be set lower than that in the prior-art method of FIGS. 3A to 3E, when the first one of the Sustain pulses are applied. Thus, the wall charge over the data electrodes that have been generated by the writing discharge in the Scan period can be eliminated, facilitating the Sustain discharge by the first one of the Sustain pulses.
Also, if the amount of the wall charge over the data electrodes is adjusted to a Suitable value in the Sustain period, only the wall charges existing over the Scan and common electrodes can be adjusted due to discharge in a preliminary discharge period.
Moreover, for example, if the potential of the data elec trodes is set as Zero (V) at the time when no data pulse is applied, two values of 0 and the data pulse Voltage are necessary in the data driver. However, in this case, there is an additional advantage that the PDP can be driven by a two-value driver without any other Voltage value or values. In another preferred embodiment of the method according to the third aspect, the Voltage level of the data electrodes is approximately equal to that of the data pulses when the first one of the Sustain pulses is applied. The Voltage level of the data electrodes is kept at an approximately ground level after the first one of the Sustain pulses is applied. The Second to last ones of the Sustain pulses have a positive polarity only, and are alternately applied to the Scan electrodes and the common electrodes.
In this embodiment, there is the Same additional advan tage as above that the potential difference or Voltage between the Scan electrodes and the common electrodes can be Set lower than that in the prior-art method of FIGS. 3A to 3E, when the first one of the Sustain pulses are applied.
In still another preferred embodiment of the method according to the third aspect, the Voltage level of the data electrodes is approximately equal to that of a ground level in the whole Sustain period. The first one of the Sustain pulses has a negative polarity for the Scan electrodes and a ground In this embodiment, there is the same additional advan tage as above.
In a further preferred embodiment of the method accord ing to the third aspect, the Voltage level of the data electrodes is kept approximately equal to that of the data pulses in the whole Sustain period. The first one of the Sustain pulses has a positive polarity for the Scan electrodes and a negative polarity for the common electrodes. The Second to last ones of the Sustain pulses have a positive polarity, and are alternately applied to the Scan electrodes and the common electrodes.
In this embodiment, there is the same additional advan tage as above.
In a still further preferred embodiment of the method according to the third aspect, the Voltage level of the data electrodes is kept approximately equal to that of a ground level in the whole Sustain period. The first one of the sustain pulses has a ground level for the Scan electrodes and a negative polarity for the common electrodes. The Second to last ones of the Sustain pulses have a positive polarity, and are alternately applied to the Scan electrodes and the com mon electrodes.
In a still further preferred embodiment of the method according to the third aspect, the Voltage level of the data electrodes is approximately equal to that of a ground level when the first one of the Sustain pulses is applied, and is kept approximately equal to that of the data electrodes after the first one of the Sustain pulses is applied. The first one of the Sustain pulses has a ground level for the Scan electrodes and a negative polarity for the common electrodes. The Second to last ones of the Sustain pulses have a positive polarity, and are alternately applied to the Scan electrodes and the com mon electrodes.
In a still further preferred embodiment of the method according to the third aspect, the Voltage level of the data electrodes is approximately equal to that of a ground level in the whole Sustain period. The first one of the Sustain pulses has a ground level for the Scan electrodes and a negative polarity for the common electrodes. The Second to last ones of the Sustain pulses have a positive polarity, and are alternately applied to the Scan electrodes and the common electrodes.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
In order that the present invention may be readily carried into effect, it will now be described with reference to the accompanying drawings.
FIGS. 1A to 1E are waveform charts showing a prior-art method of driving an ac-discharge PDP, respectively.
FIGS. 2A to 2E are waveform charts showing another prior-art method of driving an ac-discharge PDP, respec tively.
FIGS. 3A to 3E are waveform charts showing a further prior-art method of driving an ac-discharge PDP, respec tively.
FIGS. 4A to 4E are waveform charts showing a method of driving an ac-discharge PDP according to a first embodiment of the invention, respectively.
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FIGS. 5A to 5E are waveform charts showing a method of driving an ac-discharge PDP according to a Second embodi ment of the invention, respectively.
FIGS. 6A to 6E are waveform charts showing a method of driving an ac-discharge PDP according to a third embodi ment of the invention, respectively.
FIGS. 7A to 7E are waveform charts showing a method of driving an ac-discharge PDP according to a fourth embodiment of the invention, respectively.
FIGS. 8A to 8E are waveform charts showing a method of driving an ac-discharge PDP according to a fifth embodi ment of the invention, respectively.
FIGS. 9A to 9E are waveform charts showing a method of driving an ac-discharge PDP according to a sixth embodi ment of the invention, respectively.
FIGS. 10A to 10E are waveform charts showing a method of driving an ac-discharge PDP according to a Seventh embodiment of the invention, respectively.
FIGS. 11A to 11E are waveform charts showing a method of driving an ac-discharge PDP according to an eighth embodiment of the invention, respectively.
FIGS. 12A to 12E are waveform charts showing a method of driving an ac-discharge PDP according to a ninth embodi ment of the invention, respectively.
FIGS. 13A to 13E are waveform charts showing a method of driving an ac-discharge PDP according to a tenth embodi ment of the invention, respectively.
FIGS. 14A to 14E are waveform charts showing a method of driving an ac-discharge PDP according to an eleventh embodiment of the invention, respectively.
FIGS. 15A to 15E are waveform charts showing a method of driving an ac-discharge PDP according to a twelfth embodiment of the invention, respectively.
FIGS. 16A to 16E are waveform charts showing a method of driving an ac-discharge PDP according to a thirteenth embodiment of the invention, respectively.
FIGS. 17A to 17E are waveform charts showing a method of driving an ac-discharge PDP according to a fourteenth embodiment of the invention, respectively.
FIGS. 18A to 18.E are waveform charts showing a method of driving an ac-discharge PDP according to a fifteenth embodiment of the invention, respectively. As shown in FIGS. 4A to 4E, this driving method includes a sub-field T1 formed by a preliminary discharge period T2, a Scan period T3, a Sustain period T4, and a conversion period T5. This is different from the prior-art method shown in FIGS. 1A to 1E in that the conversion period T5 is added between the scan and Sustain periods T3 and T4.
In the preliminary discharge period T2, first, as shown in FIGS. 4B to 4D, a sustain elimination pulse 6 is commonly applied to the scan electrodes 22 (S1 to Sm). Here, as shown in FIGS. 4B to 4D, the pulse 6 has a blunt or dull waveform raising gradually the Voltage Vs from Zero to a specific positive peak value. Instead of this blunt waveform, a triangular waveform may be applied to the pulse 6 to raise linearly the voltage Vs from Zero to the same peak value. The peak or final value of the voltage V of the pulse 6 is set as, for example, 160 to 180 V.
Second, a first wall-charge formation pulse 7a, which has a rectangular waveform and a negative value, is commonly applied to the Scan electrodes 22. At the same timing as that of the pulse 7a, as shown in FIG. 4A , a first common bias pulse 8a, which has a rectangular waveform and a negative value, is commonly applied to the common electrodes 23 (C1 to Cm). The amplitude of the first common bias pulse 8a
is Smaller than that of the first wall-charge formation pulse 7.
Third, a second wall-charge formation pulse 7b, which has a rectangular waveform and a positive value, is com monly applied to the Scan electrodes 22. At the same timing as that of the pulse 7b, as shown in FIG. 4A , a second common bias pulse 8b, which has a rectangular waveform and a positive value, is commonly applied to the common electrodes 23. The amplitude of the second common bias pulse 8b is Smaller than or approximately equal to that of the Second wall-charge formation pulse 7b.
For example, the voltage value (V) of the first wall charge formation pulse 7a is set as -180 to -200 V, and that of the second wall-charge formation pulse 7b is set as 100 to 120 V. The voltage value (V) of the first common bias pulse 8a is set as -80 to -110 V, and that of the second common bias pulse 8b is set as 80 to 110 V.
Subsequently, in the Scan period T3, a Scan bias pulse 12, which has a rectangular waveform, is kept to be commonly applied to the scan electrodes 22 for the whole period T3.
The voltage value (V) of the pulse 12 is, for example, -50 to -90 V. Also, scan pulses 9, which have the same rectan gular waveform, are Successively applied to the Scan elec trodes 22 from the S1 to Sn to be Superposed to the scan bias pulse 12. For example, the Voltage value of the Scan pulses 9 is set as -170 to -190 V and the pulse width of the same is Set as 1.2 to 1.5 usec.
Synchronized with the applied Scan pulses 9, data pulses 10, which have the same rectangular waveform, are Suitably applied to the data electrodes 29 (i.e., D1 to Dn) according to the image Signal, respectively. For example, the Voltage value (V) of the data pulses 10 is set as 80 to 90 V.
All of the Scan electrodes 22 are Scanned, the conversion period T5 begins. In the conversion period T5, all of the Scan, common, and data electrodes 22, 23, and 29 are kept at the same ground level, i.e., O V.
In the Subsequent Sustain period T4, rectangular Sustain pulses 11 are commonly and Successively applied to the common electrodes 23 and the scan electrodes 22. The application timing of the pulses 11 to the common electrodes US 6,731,275 B2 17 23 and to the Scan electrodes 22 are different from each other. Specifically, the pulses 11 are alternately applied to these electrode 22 and 23. In other words, when a specific one of the pulses 11 is commonly applied to the Scan electrodes 22, it is not applied to the common electrodes 23. In contrast, when a specific one of the pulses 11 is commonly applied to the common electrodes 23, it is not applied to the Scan electrodes 22.
As seen from FIGS. 4A to 4D, in the Sustain period T4, a first one of the Sustain pulses 11 (i.e., the first Sustain pulse) is commonly applied to the Scan electrodes 22, and a Second one of the same (i.e., the Second Sustain pulse) is commonly applied to the common electrodes 23. A last one of the Sustain pulses 11 (i.e., the last Sustain pulse) is commonly applied to the common electrodes 23.
The Voltage value of the Sustain pulses 11 is Set as, for example, 160 to 180 V. During the whole sustain period T4, a rectangular data bias pulse 13 is commonly applied to the data electrodes 29. The voltage value of the data bias pulses 13 is Set as a half of the Voltage value of the Sustain pulses 11.
Next, the operation of the PDP caused by the driving method according to the first embodiment is explained below.
First, in the preliminary discharge period T2, the opera tion is changed according to whether or not the discharge cells 31 have been in the light-emitting state in the preceding, adjoining Sub-field T1.
In the cells 31 that have not been in the light-emitting state in the preceding, adjoining Sub-field T1, no discharge occurs after the wall charge has been entirely eliminated in the conversion period T5 of the preceding sub-field T1. Thus, just before the time when the Sustain elimination pulse 6 is applied in the preliminary discharge period T2 of the present Sub-field T1, no wall charge is generated. Accordingly, no discharge occurs even if the Sustain elimination pulse 6 is applied to the Scan electrodes 22 in this preliminary dis charge period T2.
On the other hand, in the cells 31 that have been in the light-emitting State in the preceding, adjoining Sub-field T1, Some positive charge has been generated in the regions of the dielectric layer 24 over the Scan electrodes 22 and Some negative charge has been generated in the regions of the layer 24 over the common electrodes 23 by the application of the last Sustain pulse 11 in this preceding sub-field T1. Thus, in the preliminary discharge period T2 of the present Sub-field T1, weak discharge occurs due to the application of the Sustain elimination pulse 6. AS the Voltage level of the pulse 6 rises with time, the wall charge existing over the Scan electrodes 22 and the common electrodes 23 decreases gradually. When the application of the pulse 6 is finished, the existing wall charge is entirely eliminated.
Following this, by commonly applying the first wall charge formation pulse 7a to the Scan electrodes 22, oppos ing discharge is induced between the Scanning electrodes 22 and the data electrodes 29. However, at the Same timing as the pulse 7a, the first common bias pulse 8a is commonly applied to the common electrodes 23. Therefore, no Surface discharge occurs between the Scanning electrodes 22 and the common electrodes 23. As a result, positive charge is induced over the Scanning electrodes 22 and negative charge is induced over the data electrodes 29.
Subsequent to the first wall-charge formation pulse 7a, the positive, Second wall-charge formation pulse 7b, which is opposite in polarity to the pulse 7a, is commonly applied to the Scan electrodes 22. At the same timing as the pulse 7b, the positive Second common bias pulse 8b is commonly applied to the common electrodes 23. Thus, no Surface discharge occurs between the Scanning electrodes 22 and the common electrodes 23, generating a Small amount of nega tive wall charge over the Scanning electrodes 22 and a Small amount of positive wall charge over the data electrodes 29.
Next, the scan period T3 begins in the state that a small amount of negative wall charge exists over the Scanning electrodes 22 and a Small amount of positive wall charge exists over the data electrodes 29. The scan pulses 9 are Successively applied to the Scan electrodes 22 along with the Scan bias pulse 12, which is the same as that of the prior-art method of FIGS. 1A to 1E.
Since the negative wall charge exists over the Scan electrodes 22 and positive wall charge exists over the data electrodes 29, the resultant Voltage applied across the dis charge SpaceS 26 is greater than the applied Voltage by the Scan and Scan bias pulses 9 and 12 and the data pulses 10, thereby causing opposing discharge between the Scan and data electrodes 22 and 29. This opposing discharge occurs independent of whether the data pulse 10 is applied or not, in other words, this opposing discharge occurs in all the cells 31. In addition to the above-identified resultant voltage applied acroSS the discharge SpaceS26, the data pulses 10 are further applied to the corresponding cells 31 according to an image data. Thus, a Specific image data is written into the corresponding cells 31 due to the above-identified opposing discharge. This means that the writing discharge is induced by a higher voltage than that in the prior-art method of FIGS. 1A to 1E and therefore, the delay or time lag from the application of the scan and data pulses 9 and 10 to the occurrence of the writing discharge can be shortened. For example, the length of the pulses 9 can be set as 1.2 to 1.5 plm.
The amount of the wall charge varies dependent on the existence or absence of the data pulses 10. The application of the data pulses 10 increases the amount of the wall charge that is generated by only the Scan pulses 9.
In the driving method according to the first embodiment of FIGS. 4A to 4E, the data pulses 10 are not applied to the light-emitting cells 31 while they are applied to the non light-emitting cells 31. The wall charge induced over the Scan electrodes 22 is positive and that over the data elec trodes 29 is negative. The Scan bias pulse 12 is applied to the Scan electrodes 22 So that no opposing discharge occurs due to the wall charge thus induced.
After the Scan period T3 is completed, the conversion period T5 starts. In the conversion period T5, all of the electrodes 22, 23, and 29 are kept at the ground potential (i.e., 0 V).
In the non-emitting cells 31, the data pulses 10 have been applied to the data electrodes 29 at the time when the writing discharge has taken place in the Scan period T3, and a large quantity of wall charge has been induced. This wall charge disappears due to the opposing discharge in the conversion period T5. This means that even if the Sustain pulses 11 are applied to the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23 in the Sustain period T4, no Sustain discharge will occur and the cells 31 will emit no light.
On the other hand, in the emitting cells 31, since the data pulses 10 have not been applied to the data electrodes 29 at the time the writing discharge has taken place, the amount of induced wall charge in the scan period T3 is small. No discharge occurs in the conversion period T4. Thus, the Small amount of wall charge remains unchanged in the conversion period T5. This means that because of the applied Sustain pulses 11, Sustain discharge will occur and the corresponding cells 31 will emit light.
In the sustain electrodes T4, the voltage of the data electrode 29 is set at the middle level of the voltage of the applied Sustain pulses 11. Thus, the wall charge existing over the data electrodes 29 can be entirely eliminated by utilizing the motion of the charged particles induced by the electric field.
AS explained above in detail, with the driving method according to the first embodiment of the invention, a Small amount of negative wall charge is generated over the Scan ning electrodes 22 and a Small amount of positive wall charge is generated over the data electrodes 29 at the beginning of the Scan period T3. Then, in the Scan period T3, in addition to the negative and positive wall charges, the Scan pulses 9 are Successively applied to the Scan electrodes 22 along with the scan bias pulse 12 while the data pulses 10 are applied to the corresponding data electrodes 29 to the display signal, thereby causing the writing discharge by a higher voltage than that in the prior-art method of FIGS. 1A to 1E. Therefore, the time lag from the application of the Scan and data pulses 9 and 10 to the occurrence of the writing discharge (i.e., the length of the Scan pulses 9) can be Shortened. Accordingly, even if the count of the Scan lines is doubled with respect to the conventional one (e.g., 480 lines) for the High-Definition TVs (HDTVs), the length of the scan period T3 is kept unchanged. This means that the Sustain period T4 needs not to be shortened, and luminance decrease of the display Screen can be prevented.
Second Embodiment
FIGS. 5A to 5E show a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP according to a second embodiment of the invention, which uses the same StepS and pulses as those in the method according to the first embodiment of FIGS. 4A to 4-E, except that a pair of Scan bias pulses 12a and 12b are used instead of the scan bias pulse 12. Therefore, the explanation about the same StepS and pulses is omitted here for the Sake of Simplification by attaching the same reference symbols as those in FIGS. 4A to 4E to the same elements in FIGS 5A to SE.
As shown in FIGS. 5B to 5D, the former scan bias pulse 12a is Successively applied to the Scan electrodes 22 before the application of the Scan pulses 9, and the latter Scan bias pulse 12b is Successively applied to the Scan electrodes 22 after the application of the Scan pulses 9. The amplitude or voltage level of the scan bias pulse 12a is lower than that of the Scan bias pulse 12b.
Before the Scan pulse 9 is applied to the Scan electrodes 22 in the Scan period T3, negative wall charge exists over the Scan electrodes 22. After the application of the pulse 9, positive wall charge exists over the Scan electrodes 22. Thus, using the pulses 12a and 12b having different Voltage levels, there arises an additional advantage that error discharge is difficult to occur both before and after the application of the scan pulse 9.
For example, the voltage levels of the pulses 12a and 12b may be set as -20 V and -80 V, respectively.
The use of the scan bias pulses 12a and 12b having different Voltage levels can be applied to other embodiments described later.
Third Embodiment FIGS. 6A to 6E show a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP according to a third embodiment of the invention, which uses the same Steps and pulses as those in the method according to the first embodiment of FIGS. 4A to 4-E, except that Sustain pulses 11a having both the positive and negative polarities is used instead of the Sustain pulses 11 with only the positive polarity, and that the data bias pulse 13 is omitted in the sustain period T4. Therefore, the explanation about the same Steps and pulses is omitted here for the Sake of Simplification by attaching the same reference Symbols as those in FIGS. 4A to 4E to the same elements in FIGS. 6A to 6E.
As shown in FIGS. 6A to 6D, the value of the Sustain pulses 11a is changed between positive and negative values. For example, the Voltage levels of the Sustain pulses 11a are set as +80 V and -80 V.
Since the data bias pulse 13 applied to the data electrodes 29 in the Sustain period T4 is omitted, the electrodes 29 are kept at the ground level (i.e., 0 V) in the entire period T4.
Fourth Embodiment
FIGS. 7A to 7E show a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP according to a fourth embodiment of the invention, which uses the same Steps and pulses as those in the method according to the first embodiment of FIGS. 4A to 4E, except that the first common bias pulse 8a in the preliminary discharge period T2 is omitted, and that a data bias pulse 14 is applied to the data electrodes 29 in the same period T2. Therefore, the explanation about the same Steps and pulses is omitted here for the Sake of Simplification by attaching the same reference symbols as those in FIGS. 4A to 4E to the same elements in FIGS. 7A to 7E.
As shown in FIGS. 7A and 7E, in the preliminary dis charge period T2, the first common bias pulse 8a in the first embodiment is omitted. Therefore, only a common bias pulse 8, which corresponds to the Second common bias pulse 8a, is applied to the common electrodes 23.
Also, in the preliminary discharge period T2, the data bias pulse 14 is applied to the data electrodes 29 at the same timing as that of the first common bias pulse 8a in the first embodiment. The voltage level of the pulse 14 is equal to that of the pulse 8a.
There is an additional advantage that only the positive Voltages can be applied to the common electrodes 23.
In the above-described first to fourth embodiments, the conversion period T5 begins at the same timing after the Scan period T3. In this case, however, there arises a disad vantage that the peak current tends to be large in the PDP itself. To eliminate this disadvantage, as shown in FIG. 22 , it is preferred that the scan electrodes 22 are divided into two or more groups and that the Start timing of the period T5 for the individual groups is shifted by a specific short period (e.g., Several usec each). In FIG. 22 , the electrodes 22 are simply divided into two groupS 22a and 22b. However, needless to Say, they bay be divided into three or more groups. The waveforms and timings of the Scan, data, and Sustain pulses 48, 49, and 50 are the same as those of the pulses 208, 209, and 210 in the prior-art method of FIGS. 2A to 2E, respectively. Thus, the explanation about these pulses 48, 49, and 50 are omitted here.
Unlike the prior-art method of FIGS. 2A to 2E, in the preliminary discharge period T2, a first preliminary dis charge pulse 45a and a Second preliminary discharge pulse 46a are commonly applied to the Scan electrodes 22, and a first preliminary discharge pulse 45b and a Second prelimi nary discharge pulse 46b are commonly applied to the common electrodes 23. The first and Second preliminary discharge pulses 45a and 46a are of the positive polarity, and the first and Second preliminary discharge pulses 45b and 46b are of the negative polarity. The first pulse 45a is equal in Voltage level (i.e., amplitude), pulse width, and applica tion timing to those of the first pulse 45b. The second pulse 46a is equal in Voltage level, pulse width, and application timing to those of the second pulse 46b. Thus, the potential difference or Voltage between the Scan electrodes 22 and the common electrodes 23 in the preliminary discharge period T2 is kept in opposite polarity to that generated by the last one of the Sustain pulses 50 applied to the scan electrodes 22 in the Sustain period T4.
The Voltage levels of the first preliminary discharge pulses 45a and 45b are set as 80 to 90 V, which is approximately equal to half of the voltage level (i.e., 160 to 180 V) of the Sustain pulses 10. The voltage levels of the Second preliminary discharge pulses 46a and 46b are Set as 160 to 180 V, which is approximately equal to the voltage level of the Sustain pulses 50. The pulse widths of the pulses 45a, 45b, 46a, and 46b are set to be values within 3 to 5 usec.
After a specific period passes from the Start of the preliminary discharge period T2, the first and Second pre liminary discharge pulses 45a and 46a are commonly applied to the Scan electrodes 22 without any time lag. Synchronized with the pulses 45a and 46a, the first and Second preliminary discharge pulses 45b and 46b are com monly applied to the common electrodes 23.
Then, after the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23 are Set as the ground level for a while, a preliminary discharge elimination pulse 47 is commonly applied to the Scan electrodes 22. The pulse 47 has a blunt or dull waveform lowering gradually the Voltage Vs from Zero to a specific negative peak value, which is produced by using a capacitor (s) and a resistor(s). The pulse width of the pulse 47 is 80 to 150 usec and the peak voltage thereof is -180 to -210 V.
The data electrodes 29 are kept at the ground level in the entire preliminary discharge period T2, as Seen from FIG.
8E.
Next, the operation of the PDP caused by the driving method according to the fifth embodiment is explained below.
In the discharge cell 31 that has not emitted light in the prior, adjoining Sub-field T1, almost no wall charge has been generated, because no discharge has occurred during the prior sub-field T1. In this case, if the first preliminary discharge pulses 45a and 45b are applied to the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23, respectively, the potential difference or voltage between these electrodes 22 and 23 is almost equal to twice (i.e., 160 to 180 V) the voltage level of the pulses 45a and 45b. Since the discharge starting Voltage is approximately equal to 200 V, no discharge occurs in this State. Subsequently, the Second preliminary discharge pulses 46a and 46b are applied to the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23, respectively. In this State, the potential difference between these electrodes 22 and 23 is almost equal to twice (i.e., 320 to 360 V) the voltage level of the pulses 46a and 46b and therefore, Strong discharge occurs. Thus, the num ber of the charged particles in the cells 31 increases to thereby lower the discharge Starting Voltage in the Subse quent Scan period T3. At this time, the potential of the data electrodes 29 are set to be the ground, as shown in FIG. 8E . This is to set the potential level of the data electrodes 29 at the middle point of the potential difference between the scan and common electrodes 22 and 23.
AS a result, almost no wall charge is generated over the data electrodes 29, even if opposing discharge occurs between the data electrodes 29 and the Scan or common electrodes 22 or 23, or attachment of the charged particles occurs due to Surface discharge caused between the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23. This means that it is Sufficient for the Subsequent preliminary discharge elimination pulse 47 to eliminate only the wall charge existing over the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23, facilitating the discharge elimination. Thus, the discharge elimination can be achieved by only one preliminary discharge elimination pulse 47, which means that and two or more preliminary discharge elimination pulses 47 are unnecessary.
On the other hand, due to the above Strong discharge between the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23, a large amount of negative wall charge is generated over the Scan electrodes 22 and at the same time, a large amount of positive wall charge is generated over the common elec trodes 23. Part of these wall charge is automatically elimi nated by Self-erasing discharge induced at the fall time of the preliminary discharge pulses 46a and 46b. The Self-erasing discharge is induced by the opposite-polarity potential dif ference generated between the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23 due to the decreasing Voltage of the preliminary discharge pulses 46a and 46b.
Thereafter, to further decrease the existing wall charge, the preliminary-discharge elimination pulse 47 is commonly applied to the scan electrodes 22. In the fifth embodiment of FIGS. 8A to 8E, the pulse 47 has a blunt or dull waveform that lowers gradually the Voltage Vs from Zero to a specific negative peak value and therefore, weak discharge occurs continuously and the wall charge gradually decreases. The wall charge is entirely eliminated at the end of the pulse 47.
Next, the operation in the cell 31 that has emitted light in the prior, adjoining Sub-field T1 is explained below.
In this case, the last one of the sustain pulses 50 (i.e., the last Sustain pulse) applied in the prior Sustain period T4, which is negative, is commonly applied to the Scan elec trodes 22. Thus, due to the discharge induced by the last Sustain pulse 50, positive wall charge has been generated over the Scan electrodes 22 and negative wall charge has been generated over the common electrodes 23. Also, Since the data electrodes 29 are connected to the ground at this Stage, negative wall charge has been generated over the data electrodes 29. Because of existence of these wall charge, the total potential difference or Voltage of approximately 160 to 180 V has been generated in the dielectric layer 24 covering the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23.
Then, if the first preliminary discharge pulses 45a and 45b are respectively applied to the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23 in the preliminary discharge period T2, the Voltage by the pulses 45a and 45b is Superposed the potential difference or voltage of approximately 160 to 180 V, result ing in the total potential difference or Voltage of approxi mately 320 to 360 V between the scan and common elec trodes 22 and 23. Thus, Strong discharge occurs similar to the cell 31 that has not emitted light in the prior, adjoining Sub-field T1.
AS a result, almost the Same priming effect as caused in the case where the cells 31 have not emitted light can be given. This means that the discharge Starting Voltage in the Scan period T3 can be equalized to each other independent of whether the cells 31 have emitted light or not in the prior sustain period T4. This solves the problem that the cells 31 emit light in error, and Vice versa. Additionally, the discharge elimination is facilitated and thus, the discharge elimination can be achieved by only one preliminary discharge elimination pulse 47.
AS explained above, with the method according to the fifth embodiment of FIGS. 8A to 8E, the state of the wall charge that has been generated in the prior Sub-field T1 can be reset by a Small number of pulses and at the same time, almost the same priming effect can be given independent of whether the cells 31 have emitted light or not in the prior sustain period T4. Accordingly, the problem that the cells 31 emit light or not in error can be solved and the PDP can be operated Stably.
In the fifth embodiment explained here, the last Sustain pulse 50 of the negative polarity is commonly applied to the scan electrodes 22, as seen from FIGS. 8B to 8D. However, if the last Sustain pulse 50 of the negative polarity is commonly applied to the common electrodes 22, the same advantage is obtained. In this case, the waveform of the first and Second preliminary discharge pulses 45a and 46a needs to be replaced with that of the first and second preliminary discharge pulses 45b and 46b. This is applicable to the following sixth to ninth embodiments.
Sixth Embodiment
FIGS. 9A to 9E show a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP according to a sixth embodiment of the invention, which uses the same StepS and pulses as those in the method according to the fifth embodiment of FIGS. 8A to 8E, except that a triangular preliminary discharge elimination pulse 47a is used instead of the dull pulse 47. Therefore, the expla nation about the same StepS and pulses is omitted here for the Sake of Simplification by attaching the Same reference Sym bols as those in FIGS. 8A to 8E to the same elements in FIGS. 9A to 9E.
Needless to Say, there are the same advantages as those in the fifth embodiment.
As shown in FIGS. 9A and 9E, the preliminary discharge elimination pulse 47a has a triangular or Saw-tooth wave form. Because of this waveform, the abrupt Voltage rise at the rising time of the pulse 7 in the fifth embodiment can be canceled. Thus, there is an additional advantage that the problem of the false light emission can be prevented from occurring at this rising time.
Seventh Embodiment
FIGS. 10A to 10E show a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP according to a Seventh embodiment of the invention, which uses the Same StepS and pulses as, those in the method according to the fifth embodiment of FIGS. 8A to 8E, except that different pulses 45c., 46c, and 46d are used in the preliminary discharge period T2 instead of the pulses 45a, 45b, 46a, and 46b. Therefore, the expla nation about the same StepS and pulses is omitted here for the Sake of Simplification by attaching the same reference Sym bols as those in FIGS. 8A to 8E to the same elements in FIGS. 10A to 10E.
The scan pulse 48 in the scan period T3 has a voltage value of -180 to -200 V and a pulse width of 2 to 32 usec. The data pulse 49 in the scan period T3 has a voltage value of 70 to 90 V and a pulse width of 3 to 4 usec. The sustain pulse 50 in the Sustain period T4 has a voltage value of -160 to -180 V.
As shown in FIGS. 10A to 10E, the negative last Sustain pulse 50 is commonly applied to the scan electrodes 22 in the Sustain period T4.
In the preliminary discharge period T2, a first preliminary discharge pulse 45c of the positive polarity is commonly applied to the Scan electrodes 22 and then, a Second pre liminary discharge pulse 46c of the positive polarity is commonly applied to the same electrodes 22 without any time lag. Unlike the fifth embodiment of FIGS. 8A to 8E, the voltage level of the pulses 45c and 46c are equal to each other, which is set as 160 to 180 V. The pulses 45c and 46c have equal pulse widths of 3 to 5 uSec.
A Second preliminary discharge pulse 46d, which is opposite in polarity to the pulse 46c, is commonly applied to the common electrodes 23 synchronized with the second preliminary discharge pulse 46c. The Voltage level of the pulse 46d is equal to that of the Second preliminary dis charge pulse 46c.
A first preliminary discharge pulse for the common elec trodes 23 is not used in this embodiment. Instead of this pulse, as shown in FIG. 10E , a data bias pulse 51 of the positive polarity is commonly applied to the data electrodes 51 synchronized with the first preliminary discharge pulse 45c for the scan electrodes 22. The voltage level of the pulse 51 is equal to that of the data pulses 49.
Then, after the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23 are Set as the ground level for a while, the preliminary discharge elimination pulse 47 is commonly applied to the Scan electrodes 22. The pulse 47 has the same blunt or dull waveform as used in the fifth embodiment of FIGS. 8A to 8E.
A triangular pulse as shown in FIGS. 9A to 9D may be used instead of the dull pulse 47.
Needless to say, the method of the seventh embodiment has the same advantages as those in the fifth embodiment.
Eighth Embodiment FIGS. 11A to 11E show a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP according to an eighth embodiment of the invention, which uses the same StepS and pulses as those in the method according to the fifth embodiment of FIGS. 8A to 8E, except that different pulses 45e, 45f, 46e, and 46f are used in the preliminary discharge period T2 instead of the pulses 45a, 45b, 46a, and 46b. Therefore, the explanation about the same StepS and pulses is omitted here for the Sake of Simplification by attaching the same reference symbols as those in FIGS. 8A to 8E to the same elements in FIGS. 11A to 11E.
As shown in FIGS. 11A and 11E, in the preliminary discharge period T2, a first preliminary discharge pulse 45e is commonly applied to the Scan electrodes 22 and then, a Second preliminary discharge pulse 46e is commonly applied to the scan electrodes 22. The pulses 45e and 46e are of the positive polarity, which is the same as that of the pulses 45a and 46a used in the fifth embodiment of FIGS.
8A to 8E.
A first preliminary discharge pulse 45f is commonly applied to the common electrodes 23 Synchronized with the pulse 45e and then, a Second preliminary discharge pulse 46f is commonly applied to the common electrodes 23 Synchro nized with the pulse 46e. The pulses 45f and 46fare of the negative polarity, which is the same as that of the pulses 45a and 46a used in the fifth embodiment.
Thus, the potential difference or Voltage between the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23 has an opposite polarity to that at the time when the last Sustain pulse 50 is applied is equal to that of the pulse 46e. The pulse width of these pulses 45e, 46e, 45f, and 46f are equal to be 3 to 5 usec.
Additionally, a data bias pulse 51a of the positive polarity is commonly applied to the data electrodes 11 Synchronized with the Second preliminary discharge pulses 46e and 46f. The voltage level of the pulse 51 is equal to that of the data pulses 49.
Needless to say, the method of the eighth embodiment has the same advantages as those in the fifth embodiment.
Ninth Embodiment
FIGS. 12A to 12E show a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP according to a ninth embodiment of the invention, which uses the same StepS and pulses as those in the method according to the fifth embodiment of FIGS. 8A to 8E, except that different pulses 45g, 45g, 46h, and 46h are used in the preliminary discharge period T2 instead of the pulses 45a, 45b, 46a, and 46b. Therefore, the explana tion about the same StepS and pulses is omitted here for the Sake of Simplification by attaching the Same reference Sym bols as those in FIGS. 8A to 8E to the same elements in FIGS. 12A to 12E.
As shown in FIGS. 12A and 12E, in the preliminary discharge period T2, a first preliminary discharge pulse 45g is commonly applied to the Scan electrodes 22 and then, a Second preliminary discharge pulse 46g is commonly applied to the Scan electrodes 22. The pulses 45g and 46g are of the positive polarity, which is the same as that of the pulses 45a and 46a used in the fifth embodiment.
A Second preliminary discharge pulse 46h is commonly applied to the common electrodes 23 Synchronized with the Second preliminary discharge pulse 46g. The pulse 46h is of the negative polarity, which is the same as that of the pulses 45a and 46a used in the fifth embodiment.
A first preliminary discharge pulse is not used. Instead of this pulse, a data bias pulse 51b of the positive polarity is commonly applied to the data electrodes 11 Synchronized with the first and Second preliminary discharge pulses 45g and 46g. The voltage level of the pulse 51b is equal to that of the data pulses 49. The pulse width of these pulses 45g, 46g, and 46h are set as 3 to 5 usec. The pulse width of the pulse 51b is equal to the sum of those of the pulses 45g and 46g.
Tenth Embodiment FIGS. 13 A to 13E show a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP according to a tenth embodiment of the invention, which uses the same StepS and pulses as those in the prior-art method of FIGS. 3A to 3E, except that different pulses are used in the sustain period T4. Therefore, the explanation about the same Steps and pulses is omitted here for the Sake of Simplification by attaching the same reference symbols as those in FIGS. 3A to 3E to the same elements in FIGS. 13A to 13E.
In the preliminary discharge period T2, a preliminary discharge pulse 65 has a Voltage level of approximately -200 V and a pulse width of approximately 4 to 6 um. A preliminary discharge elimination pulse 66 has a dull or integration waveform and a positive peak voltage level of approximately 160 to 180 V.
In the Scan period T3, a Scan bias pulse 71 is commonly applied to the Scan electrodes 22 in the whole Scan period T3. The scan bias pulses 71 have a voltage level of approxi mately -50 to -90 V. Scan pulses 67 are successively applied to the Scan electrodes 22 to be Superposed to the Scan bias pulse 71. The scan pulses 67 have a voltage level of approximately -170 to -190V. The pulses 67 has a width of approximately 2.0 to 3.0 usec. Synchronized with the Scan pulses 67, data pulses 68 are applied to the data electrodes 29 according to the display data or signal. The data pulses 68 has a voltage level of approximately 60 to 80 V. All the scan electrodes 22 (i.e., S1 to Sm) are Scanned, the Sustain period T4 begins.
In the sustain period T4, when a first Sustain pulse 69a is commonly applied to the Scan electrodes 22, a data bias pulse 70 is commonly applied to the data electrodes 29, where the pulse 70 has an equal voltage level to that of the data pulses 68. After the application of the pulse 69a is completed, the voltage level of the data electrodes 29 is lowered to the ground level.
The Sustain pulses 69 including the first pulse 69a have positive and negative polarities. The pulses 69 are alter nately applied to the Scan electrodes 22 and the common electrodes 23. The application of the pulses 69 to the scan and common electrodes 22 and 23 are performed alternately in opposite polarity. The peak Voltage level in each polarity is set as approximately +75 to +90 V.
Next, the operation of the PDP is explained below. Since the operation in the preliminary discharge and Scan periods T2 and T3 are the same as that of the prior-art method of FIGS. 3A to 3E, its explanation is omitted here.
After the Scan period T3 is completed, the operation in the Sustain period T4 begins in the following manner.
With the cells 31 that have not emitted light in the preceding sub-field T1, the data pulses 68 have not been applied to the data electrodes 29. Thus, the writing discharge does not occur and no wall charge is generated on any electrodes. In this case, even if the Sustain pulses 69, which have a Voltage level that causes no discharge, are applied to the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23 in the Sustain period T4, no discharge takes place and the corresponding cells 31 does not emit light.
On the other hand, with the cells 31 that have emitted light in the preceding Sub-field T1, since the data pulses 68 have been applied to the data electrodes 29, the writing discharge occurs and then, positive wall charge is generated over the Scan electrodes 22 and negative wall charge is generated over the data electrodes 29. Therefore, the potential differ ence or Voltage formed by these wall charge is approxi mately equal to the that given by Subtracting the charge induced by the Secondary discharge at the end timing of the Scan pulses 67 from the Sum charge induced by the Scan and data pulses 67 and 68. For example, this potential difference is approximately equal to 200 to 250 V. Accordingly, when the first Sustain pulse 69a is applied to the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23, the Voltage applied acroSS the dis charge SpaceS 26 between the Scan and data electrodes 22 and 29 is equal to approximately 195 to 280 V.
On the other hand, in the discharge Spaces 26 between the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23, the wall charge existing over the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23 is Superposed to the potential or voltage (approximately 150 to 180 V) induced by the Sustain pulses 69.
On the common electrodes 23, the wall charge has been almost entirely eliminated in the preliminary discharge period T2. Thus, Substantially, only the wall charge existing over the Scan electrodes 22 is Superposed to the potential induced by the Sustain pulses 69. It is supposed that the Writing discharge extend over the data electrodes 29 in the cells 31 and that the potential caused by the wall charge over the Scan electrodes 22 is greater than two-thirds (%) of the potential difference between the scan pulses 67 and the data pulses 68. This means that the wall charge voltage of 130 V or greater is generated. Accordingly, the Voltage applied acroSS the discharge Spaces 26 between the Scan and data electrodes 22 and 29 will be 280 V (=150 V+130 V) or higher.
In general, discharge Starts after the application of a Voltage by a Specific time lag or delay time, where the time lag varies dependent on the applied Voltage. The time lag becomes Shorter as the applied Voltage increases. Therefore, in the tenth embodiment, Surface discharge can be caused between the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23 prior to the opposing discharge between the Scan and data electrodes 22 and 29. The generation of the opposing discharge between the scan and data electrodes 22 and 29 is deter mined by the amount of the time lag and the generation Speed of the wall charge.
However, in the tenth embodiment, the generation of the Surface discharge is ensured due to the above-described reason. Once the Surface discharge occurs, wall charge approximately equal to the potential difference induced by the applied Sustain pulses 69 is formed. As a result, due to the Superposition of the wall charge, the potential difference equal to approximately twice the potential difference induced by the Second to last Sustain pulses 69 is applied acroSS the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 29, ensuring the Sustain discharge in the Sustain period T4.
AS described above, with the driving method according to 28 sustain pulses 69a and 69b are applied to the scan and common electrodes 22 and 23, respectively, Surface dis charge always occurs, which prevents the fault cells 31 from being generated due to lack of the Sustain discharge. Also, when the Second to last Sustain pulses 69 excluding the first Sustain pulses 9a and 9b are applied, the potential of the data electrodes 29 is Set as approximately the ground level (i.e., 0 V). Thus, the wall charge induced on the data electrodes 29 by the writing discharge is eliminated due to attachment of charged particles caused by the Sustain dis charge. Since the wall charge over the-data electrodes 29 is returned to the State prior to the data writing in the Sustain period T4, the State of the wall charge is reset or initialized in the next preliminary charge period T2 only between the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23. This means that the pulse count necessary for the resetting operation can be decreased compared with the prior-art method of FIGS. 3A to 3E.
Eleventh Embodiment
FIGS. 14A to 14E show a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP according to an eleventh embodiment of the invention, which uses the same StepS and pulses as those in the method according to the tenth embodiment of FIGS. 13A to 13E, except that different pulses are used in the Sustain period T4. Therefore, the explanation about the same StepS and pulses is omitted here for the Sake of simplification by attaching the same reference symbols as those in FIGS.
13A to 13E to the same elements in FIGS. 14A to 14E.
As shown in FIGS. 14A and 14E, in the Sustain period T4, a first Sustain pulse 69c of the positive polarity is commonly applied to the Scan electrodes 22 and at the same time, a first Sustain pulse 69d of the negative polarity is commonly applied to the common electrodes 23.
The second to last Sustain pulses 69 for the scan and common electrodes 22 and 23, which are of the positive polarity only, are alternately applied to the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23. The amplitude of the second to last pulses 69 for the scan and common electrodes 22 and 23 is Set to be equal to the Voltage generated by the Second to last pulses 69 used in the method of the tenth embodiment of FIGS. 13A to 13E. This point is unlike the tenth embodi ment.
Since the Voltage level or potential of the data electrodes 29 is the same as that of the tenth embodiment of FIGS. 13A to 13E, it is kept lower than or equal to those of the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23. Thus, at the end of the Sustain period T4, positive wall charge is generated over the data electrodes 29 due to attachment or absorption of the charged particles. The positive wall charge thus generated is left in the next Scan period T3 and then, it is Superposed to the data pulses 68 in the same period T3, thereby causing the writing discharge.
Needless to Say, there are the same advantages as those in the tenth embodiment.
Twelfth Embodiment
FIGS. 15A to 15E show a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP according to a twelfth embodiment of the invention, which uses the same StepS and pulses as those in the method according to the tenth embodiment of FIGS. 13A to 13E, except that different pulses are used in the sustain period T4.
In the Sustain period T4, the Second to last Sustain pulses 69 are the same as those in the tenth embodiment of FIGS.
13A to 13E. However, unlike this, the voltage levels of first sustain pulses 69e and 69fare lower than those in the tenth embodiment. The voltage level of the pulse 69e is equal to the ground level, i.e., 0 V. The voltage level of the pulse 69f is set to be -150 to -180 V. Also, the voltage level of the data electrodes 29 is kept at the ground level in the whole sustain period T4. As a result, the voltage of approximately 200 to 250 V, which corresponds to the wall charge generated by the writing discharge and its Secondary discharge, is applied acroSS the Space 26 between the common and data electrodes 23 and 29.
On the other hand, the voltage of approximately 150 to 180 V, which corresponds to the wall charge (which corre sponds to 130 V) generated by the writing discharge, and the Because of this reason, the Surface discharge Starts between the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23 prior to the opposing discharge between the Scan and data electrodes 23 and 29. Thus, there are the same advantages as those in the tenth embodiment.
Thirteenth Embodiment
FIGS. 16A to 16E show a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP according to a thirteenth embodiment of the invention, which uses the same StepS and pulses as those in the method according to the tenth embodiment of FIGS. 13A to 13E, except that different pulses are used in the sustain period T4.
As shown in FIGS. 16A and 16E, the sustain pulses 69 applied in the Sustain period T4 are the same as those in the eleventh embodiment of FIGS. 14A to 14E. Thus, first sustain pulses 69g and 69h are the same as the pulses 69c and 69d in the eleventh embodiment. Unlike the eleventh embodiment, a data bias pulse 70a is applied to the data electrodes 29 in the whole Sustain period T4. Thus, the voltage level or potential of the data electrodes 29 is located between the Voltage levels of the Scan and common elec trodes 22 and 23 and therefore, almost all the wall charge existing over the data electrodes 29 can be eliminated at the end of the Scan period T4. This means that the resetting operation of the wall charge in the next preliminary charge period T2 can be performed by a small number of applied pulses between the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23.
Fourteenth Embodiment
FIGS. 17A to 17E show a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP according to a fourteenth embodi ment of the invention, which uses the same Steps and pulses as those in the method according to the tenth embodiment of FIGS. 13A to 13E, except that different pulses are used in the sustain period T4.
As shown in FIGS. 17A and 17E, in the Sustain period T4, a first Sustain pulse 69i having a ground Voltage level is applied to the Scan electrodes 22. A first Sustain pulse 69i having a negative Voltage level is applied to the common electrodes 23. The voltage levels of the pulses 69i and 69i are lower than those of the pulses 69g and 69h in the thirteenth embodiment of FIGS. 16A to 16E. The second to last Sustain pulses 69 are the same as those in the thirteenth embodiment. The data electrodes 29 is kept at the ground level in the whole Sustain period T4.
Thus, in the method of the fourteenth embodiment, the Voltage between the Scan and data electrodes 22 and 29 is greater than that of the prior-art method of FIGS. 3A to 3E, resulting in the same advantages as those in the tenth embodiment.
Fifteenth Embodiment
FIGS. 18A to 18.E show a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP according to a fifteenth embodiment of the invention, which uses the same StepS and pulses as those in the method according to the tenth embodiment of FIGS. 13A to 13E, except that different pulses are used in the sustain period T4.
A first Sustain pulse 69k applied to the scan electrodes 22 and a first Sustain pulse 691 applied to the common elec trodes 23 are the same as the pulses 69i and 69i in the fourteenth embodiment of FIGS. 17A to 17E. The Second to last Sustain pulses for the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23 also are the same as the Sustain pulses 69 in the fourteenth embodiment.
Unlike the fourteenth embodiment, in the Sustain period T4, a data bias pulse 70b is applied to the data electrodes 29 after the first pulses 69k and 691 are applied to the scan and common electrodes 22 and 23, respectively. The data bias pulse 70b has an equal Voltage level as that of the data pulses 68. Needless to Say, there are the same advantages as those in the tenth embodiment.
Sixteenth Embodiment
FIGS. 19A to 19E show a method of driving an ac-discharge type PDP according to a sixteenth embodiment of the invention, which uses the same StepS and pulses as those in the method according to the fifteenth embodiment of FIGS. 18A to 18E, except that the pulse 70b is used in the sustain period T4. The pulse 70b is the same as that used in the thirteenth embodiment of FIGS. 16A and 16E.
The first Sustain pulse 69k for the scan electrodes 22 has a negative voltage level of approximately -150 to -180 V. The voltage level of the pulse 70a is set to be equal to that of the data pulses 68, e.g., approximately 60 to 80 V.
When the writing discharge occurs, the Voltage formed by the Sum of the wall charges over the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23 is approximately 200 to 250 V, and the Voltage between the Scan and common electrodes 22 and 23 is approximately 60 to 80 V (which is equal to the voltage of the data bias pulse 70a). In this case, the former and latter Voltages are opposite in polarity and therefore, the Voltage applied across the Space 26 between the Scan and data electrodes 22 and 29 becomes approximately 140 to 170 V.
On the other hand, similar to the twelfth embodiment of FIGS. 15A to 15E, a voltage of 280 V or higher is applied acroSS the Space 26 between the Scan and common elec trodes 22 and 23. Thus, the Surface discharge is ensured.
While the preferred forms of the present invention have been described, it is to be understood that modifications will be apparent to those skilled in the art without departing from the spirit of the invention. The scope of the invention, therefore, is to be determined solely by the following claims.
What is claimed is:
1. A method of driving an ac-discharge PDP, in which the PDP has row electrodes and column electrodes that form Said first preliminary discharge pulse is applied is less than that when said Second preliminary discharge pulse is applied.
3. The method according to claim 1, wherein said first preliminary discharge pulse is applied to Said row electrodes prior to Said Second preliminary discharge pulse.
4. The method according to claim 1, wherein Said first and Second preliminary discharge pulses are applied to the same row electrodes as those applied with Said last Sustain pulse in Said Sustain period, thereby reversing the polarity of Said potential difference between Said row and column elec trodes.
5. The method according to claim 1, wherein Said poten tial difference between said row and column electrodes at a time when Said first preliminary discharge pulse is applied is less than that at a time when Said Second preliminary discharge pulse is applied by a Voltage of Said Sustain pulse. 12. The method according to claim 7, wherein said potential or Voltage of Said data electrodes in Said prelimi nary discharge period is set to be approximately equal to a ground level.
13. The method according to claim 1, wherein in said preliminary discharge period, a preliminary-discharge elimi nation pulse is applied to Said row electrodes after said first and Second preliminary discharge pulses are applied;
and wherein Said preliminary-discharge elimination pulse has a waveform that varies gradually its Voltage value to reach a peak voltage value; Said peak voltage value being Substantially equal to a potential difference or Voltage between Said row and column electrodes at a time when said first or Second preliminary discharge pulse is applied.
